DESTINATION FOCUS: STOCKHOLM
30,000 islands and islets extends roughly
60km to the east.
The open water swim season in these
major bodies of water is between June and
September. Swimmers can expect the water
temperature to reach 15 degrees Celsius by
mid-June with the average in July and August
exceeding 18 degrees before dropping again
to 15 degrees in September. The smaller lakes
can be much warmer.
With so many great swim locations it’s hard
to choose a few highlights but here are some
suggestions showing some of the variety
available to a visitor.
Långholmen - Swim in Mälaren near the
centre of Stockholm with great views across
to Kungsholmen and the iconic town hall. The
north side has the best swimming. Access: Take
the metro to Hornstull exit Långholmsgatan,
walk towards the large bridge (Västerbron) and
take the stairs to Långholmen.

Stockholm abounds with open water
swimming options says Tom Jenkinson

When planning a short swim break, Sweden
may seem an unlikely candidate but stable
weather and unbeatable access to open
water make the capital Stockholm a fantastic
destination. With an abundance of attractions,
Stockholm is also a great choice for mixed
parties and don’t be put off by the reputation
for high prices; you may be surprised to learn
that other European capitals such as Paris,
London and Amsterdam all rank as being more
expensive.

The city spreads across 14 islands on the
coast in the south-east of Sweden at the
mouth of Lake Mälaren, by the Stockholm
archipelago. Stockholm is known for its
beauty, its buildings and architecture, and
importantly its abundant clean water. To
give an idea of the scale of the available
open water, Lake Mälaren spans 120km
from east to west and covers an area of
1140km² compared to the 15km2 of the UK’s
Windermere.

Getting there
from the UK

UK flights to the capital are served by four
airports Arlanda, Bromma, Västerås and
Skavsta with a flight time of just under two
and a half hours.
In central Stockholm you’ll find the
easternmost bay of Mälaren and it is here,
from the steps of the impressive town hall,
that one of the biggest open water races in
the country takes place each year in August.
Also from here a lock allows passage into
the Baltic Sea where an archipelago of over
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Hellasgården – South east of Stockholm you
will find a very popular outdoor recreation
area with marked run tracks, bike tracks, a
good restaurant and a lake. The absence of
boat traffic makes it a perfect swim location.
Access: Bus 401 from Slussen.
Änbybadet – West of the city the popular
beach of Ängbybadet is a great starting
point for longer swims in Mälaren. Follow
the coastline west or navigate across to the
Drottningholm Palace for two popular long
swims. Access: Green metro line west to
Ängbyplan then a five minute walk to the beach.
Sandhamn – In the outer archipelago
Sandhamn is a fantastic day trip out in the
Baltic. This is the starting point of the ÖtillÖ
swim-run race each September where teams
of two swim between and run over 24 islands.
The total distance is 75 km of which 65 km
are trail running and 10 km are open water
swimming. Access: Bus from Slussen to
Stavsnäs and then ferry or take a boat from
central Stockholm (Strandvägen) via Vaxholm
and Grinda.
The combination of bountiful swimming and
sightseeing makes Stockholm a wonderful
place for a short break. The strong bond
between Stockholm’s inhabitants and the
open water is clearly evident. If you love wild
swimming you’ll love Stockholm.

Enjoy island-to-island, coastal and
bay swims in the unspoilt Diapontia
islands this autumn
2015: MAY 16-22 | MAY 23-29
MAY 30-JUN 5 | JUN 6-12
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Local perspective
Mikael Rosén, Head Coach of the Swedish
National Open Water Swim Team, tells us a little
more about swimming in Stockholm
H2Open: What makes Stockholm such a great
swim destination?
MR: Stockholm is a city of water. We have
thousands of islands surrounded by both
fresh and salt water. There are also
many lakes on the islands and almost
everything is reachable with public
transport.
H2Open: Is open water
swimming gaining in popularity
here as it is in the UK?
MR: Something happened
around 2007. Swimming got
exponentially more popular. Three
related areas exploded: triathlon,
adult swimming and the new
movement of swim-run. And the big

bang is still vivid today.
H2Open: What’s new on the Stockholm open
water scene?
MR: Pretty new is the Stockholm Royal Park
Aquathlon which has a 1, 2 or 5 km swim-only
option or the choice of combining the swim
with a 7, 14 or 21k run – all in the Royal grounds
in central Stockholm. Another new event
is a mini version of the swim-run world
championships ÖtillÖ event which is called
Beach 2 Beach.
H2Open: Any special tips for open water
safety in Stockholm?
MR: Similar to anywhere else. My tips for
open water safety are: (1) Swim with a
friend; (2) if that’s not possible at least
let someone know about your plans;
(3) avoid boats; and (4) wear a bright
coloured swim cap and (especially if
alone) use a swimmer’s safety buoy.

What else to do
The cultural centre of Sweden since the 13th
century, Stockholm is known for its beauty,
architecture, expansive open water and
parks. Here are some must-dos when visiting
Stockholm:
Vasa Museum - A top attraction in the city, this
museum exhibits the grand Vasa ship that sank
during its maiden voyage in 1628. Commissioned
by then king Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden,
the ship is an interesting look into the excess
of the king and his decision to continue adding
additional gun decks against the wishes of the
ship’s designers.
Gamla Stan - Visit the city’s oldest area and
step back in time to medieval streets and olden

buildings, some from as far back as the 13th
century.
Drottningholm Palace and Court Theatre - For
a look inside how royalty in Sweden lives, check
out this private home of the Swedish royal family.
Featuring lush gardens and an expansive green
space, along with the breath-taking court theatre,
the oldest surviving theatre in Europe.
Skansen Open Air Museum - A great spot for
families and people of all ages, this area features
an open air museum that encapsulates Swedish
architecture throughout history, as well as a zoo
and several places to stop and eat. The island
Djurgarden is reachable on a walking bridge, by
ferry, tram or bus.

Where to stay
Whether you stay in youth hostels, B&Bs, boutique digs or big-name
chains, you can expect high-quality accommodation in Stockholm. The
trade-oﬀ is that it can be an expensive city to sleep in, but deals do exist.
For the more adventurous why not take advantage of Sweden’s unique
“allemansrätten” or right of public access, which basically gives you the right to roam and camp
anywhere as long as the principle of “don’t disturb, don’t destroy” is observed.
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Complete your
qualifier or prepare for
a long-distance event

2015: MAR 28-APR 3 | APR 4-10 | APR 11-17
| APR 18-24 | APR 25 - MAY 1 | MAY 2-8

